
 

Scholar Information Booklet 

2022 – 2023 

To help prepare for the transfer into the next academic year, we have put together the information in this 

booklet. We hope you will find it useful.  

If you have any queries or concerns, please do contact the academy where staff will be available to help.  

Phone Number:  0114 553 9110 

Email:   info@astreasheffield.org  

Address:   Astrea Academy Sheffield 

    Andover Street 

    Sheffield, S3 9BE 

 

If you need support to understand any parts of this document, please email info@astreasheffield.org   

 
@AstreaAcadSheff 

 
Astrea Academy Sheffield 

 
@AstreaAcademySheffield 

mailto:info@astreasheffield.org
mailto:info@astreasheffield.org
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Our Vision & Values 
 

“To provide an exceptional, knowledge-rich educational 
experience, which ensures all scholars succeed.” 
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 Start of Term Information  
From Tuesday 6th September, scholars will have a staggered start to the academy.  

Year Group 
Tuesday 6th 
September 

Wednesday 7th 
September 

Thursday 8th 
September 

Friday 9th 
September 

Y7 
In school 

8:20am – 2:50pm 
In school 

8:20am – 2:50pm 
In school 

8:20am – 2:50pm 

All scholars in 
school as normal 
from this point 

onwards. 
 

8:20am – 2:50pm 
 

Y8 NOT IN SCHOOL NOT IN SCHOOL 
In school 

8:20am – 2:50pm 

Y9 NOT IN SCHOOL 
In school 

8:20am – 2:50pm 
In school 

8:20am – 2:50pm 

Y10 NOT IN SCHOOL NOT IN SCHOOL 
In school 

9:35am – 2:50pm 

Y11 NOT IN SCHOOL 
In school 

9:35am – 2:50pm 
In school 

8:20am – 2:50pm 

Scholars should arrive at the school in uniform and with a well-stocked pencil case (see equipment list) – they 

will not need their PE Kit during their first week.  

Scholars should go to the main entrance at the top on Andover Street, and will be guided by staff to the space 

they need to go to.  

Scholars will have structured time with their form tutor and undertake a behaviour and expectations 

induction. Scholars can either bring a packed lunch, or they can bring money for lunch – we would suggest 

£2.50 maximum per day. Any worries or concerns will be addressed during this key time. At the end of the 

first day at 2:50pm, staff will be on the main gate to dismiss scholars.  

The Role of the Form Tutor 
The first point of contact for scholars and parents is always the form tutor. They have the oversight of the 

tutor group and are the key worker for all allocated scholars.  

Each morning tutors will check that all scholars are ready for the day ahead, for example, by checking uniform 

and equipment, reviewing rewards and behaviour, sharing messages and a review of the focus at that time. 

Scholars will also attend a morning meeting, attend assemblies and participate in a range of personal 

development lessons where current affairs topics are debated and key personal development curriculum is 

delivered. 

Getting to and from School  
Where possible, we would encourage all scholars to walk to school. Andover Street is predominantly marked 

with double yellow lines, and it is important to keep this area clear (both before school and after school) to 

allow scholars to enter the site safely. Parents should not park on any of the school safety markings (zig zags) 

at any time. The academy works closely with Sheffield City Council and parents who choose to ignore the 

parking restrictions are likely to receive a fine.  
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Academy Day 
 

Session Start Time End Time Session Length 

Breakfast Club 07:45 08:20 35 minutes 

Tutor Time 08:20 08:40 20 minutes 

Period 1 08:40 09:35 55 minutes 

Period 2 09:35 10:30 55 minutes 

Morning Break 10:30 10:45 15 minutes 

Period 3 10:45 11:40 55 minutes 

Period 4 11:40 12:35 55 minutes 

Lunch A / Reading & Afternoon Break 12:35 13:15 40 minutes 

Lunch B / Reading & Afternoon Break 13:15 13:55 40 minutes 

Period 5 13:55 14:50 55 minutes 

Period 6 
(Mon, Wed, Thur only for Y10 and Y11) 

14:50 15:40 50 minutes 

 

 
Y10 and Y11 will have an optional but fiercely encouraged ‘period 6’ on a Monday, Wednesday and Thursday.  
 

Lunch 40 minutes in the dining room + messages 

Reading & Afternoon 
Break 

25 minutes reading with form tutor + 15 minutes outside 

 

Period 6 Sessions  

Across this academic year, Y10 and Y11 will have an optional but fiercely encouraged ‘period 6’ on a Monday, 

Wednesday and Thursday. 

Period 6 will run from 2.50pm – 3.40pm. Staff leading the sessions will be paid 1 hour’s overtime.  

From September, Y11 will have the following offer: 

Day Subject 

Week 1 Monday English 

Week 1 Wednesday Mathematics 

Week 1 Thursday Science 

Week 2 Monday Option A 

Week 2 Wednesday Option B 

Week 2 Thursday Option C 
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From January, Y10 will have the following offer:  
 

Day Subject 

Week 1 Monday Option A 

Week 1 Wednesday Option B 

Week 1 Thursday Option C 

Week 2 Monday English 

Week 2 Wednesday Mathematics 

Week 2 Thursday Science 
 

The Dining Hall 
Our Food Vision is to provide scholars with a healthier option of freshly made food, made all in house using 

locally sourced ingredients such as halal poultry, beef and lamb alongside daily delivered fruit and vegetables. 

We believe that we should feel just as proud of what we serve at the academy as we would in a restaurant. 

We also have a strong belief that all the scholars sit down and eat lunch together to enhance a social and 

family type environment. To achieve these goals, we have:  

 Introduced an ever changing seasonal menu on a 3 weekly rotating basis   

 Introduced a vast selection of herbs and spices that coincide perfectly with the fresh produce we use. 

 Reduced the sugar content and turned to alternatives that taste just as good with a lower sugar 

content. 

 Encouraged the uptake and value of the school meal. 

 Hired experienced chefs with a wide range of knowledge and skills    

 Educated scholars about where the produce is from and how it’s used in different things.  

 Reduce food waste and introduced recycling 

 Developed a greater understanding of portion sizes and a balanced diet.  

 Introduced the magic breakfast program to the academy  

 

Scholars will enter the food hall together to eat their lunch as a year group and will sit in an allocated seat 

whilst dining. It is important to the academy that scholars have a safe, peaceful and social space in which to 

eat their lunch.   

Scholars are invited by the staff lead to head up to the food counter, and once all scholars at the table have 

finished eating, we ensure collective responsibility and as such the whole table will carefully tidy up.   

A cashless till system is used so scholars can pay for their food safely and efficiently. Scholars will set up a 

‘fingerprint account’ where they can add cash to their accounts through a machine within the dining room. 

This ensures that only the scholar can access their money.   

Scholars who are eligible for free school meals will automatically have £2.20 per day added to their account.  
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Curriculum 

Our curriculum, like everything at Astrea Academy Sheffield, builds upon our motto of ‘a relentless 
commitment to excellence, every day’. We believe in developing the whole child and as such provide extensive 
experiences which are an integral part of our curriculum offer.  

We believe that every Astrea scholar is capable of achieving something wonderful. By providing a rigorous, 
carefully sequenced, academic curriculum that is full of powerful knowledge, we are enabling scholars to 
understand and challenge the world around them. We maintain consistent high expectations of all scholars 
as they are all entitled to learn this powerful knowledge, regardless of starting place. We do not narrow the 
curriculum for any scholar. Instead, we ensure that all scholars receive their entitlement to a broad and 
balanced curriculum.  

Each subject discipline is delivered discretely having been developed by subject experts. We work hard to 
ensure our curriculum is coherent and builds learning over time. This enables scholars to attach new 
knowledge to old in a manner that is efficient and sustainable. As a result, our scholars make good progress 
through our curriculum and are well prepared for their next level of study. 

From Year 7 to Year 13 we will expose scholars to this cleverly crafted curriculum, not only to ensure exam 
success, but because this knowledge is incredibly important for shaping scholars’ wider lives. In KS3, the 
curriculum is filled with core knowledge which needs to be mastered by all scholars.  Each term we publish 
knowledge organisers, which scholars and parents must use to ensure that they have committed their core 
knowledge into their long-term memory.  

At Astrea, reading underpins everything that we do; we are aware that strength in reading is fundamental to 
academic success across the curriculum. The ability to read accurately, fluently and for pleasure is a right 
which we ensure that all scholars have access to.  

Key Curriculum Principles  
1. Rich in powerful knowledge   
2. High expectations for ALL  
3. Reading, reading and a little bit more reading 

 

Reading  
At Astrea, reading underpins everything that we do; we are aware that strength in reading is fundamental to 

academic success across the curriculum. The ability to read accurately, fluently and for pleasure is a right 

which we ensure that all scholars have access to.  All scholars are expected to read for at least 20 minutes 

daily and are given time during the school day to meet this expectation. As well as reading at school, we expect 

scholars to read for pleasure at home.  

The academy has a fantastically well-stocked library which is open at break time, lunchtime and after school. 

We use Accelerated Reader to track every scholars’ reading successes and will share information about your 

child’s reading with you throughout the year.  
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Classroom Culture  

Learning is sacrosanct    
All Astrea scholars deserve to explore the best of what has been thought and said. As staff who are unashamedly 
passionate about our subjects, we know that the greatest gift we can give our scholars is our expertise. We 
believe joy and wonder is found in learning and we fiercely protect every scholar’s right to access this.    
 

Equity of knowledge    
We believe that it is our moral imperative to impart as much knowledge as possible to all of our scholars. Staff 
thoughtfully select the most powerful knowledge which enables our scholars to understand and challenge the 
world around them. We maintain consistent expectations of all scholars because they have the right to access 
this powerful knowledge, regardless of barrier or starting place. It is the job of our staff to teach to the top 
and find ways to support all scholars to get there.  
 

Time is precious    
We know that knowledge begets knowledge. With this in mind, the time in our classrooms is precious and 
both staff and scholars must treat it as such. We are always interested in taking the shortest path to 
learning and we deal with disruptions to learning consistently and seriously: learning time should never be 
wasted.   

True understanding is long-term   
We understand learning to be a change in long-term memory. Staff sequence their teaching carefully and 
always consider their curriculums in the context of a through-school education. Our staff are mindful of poor 
proxies for learning and regularly interrogate what has truly been understood and transferred to longer-term 
memory.    
 

Common approach    
As we believe that all of our scholars deserve the very best educational opportunities, we think that it is 
important that our staff follow a common approach to classroom culture.   

 To emphasise that learning is sacrosanct, Astrea children are addressed as scholars   
 ‘I do. We do. You do’  
 ‘Sit like a scholar’   

We know that learning looks different across our curriculum and at different times during a scholar’s journey. 
Consequently, we do not insist on a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to teaching. Instead, we expect all staff to 
follow Barak Rosenshine’s Principles of Instruction and to use them in whatever way best serves their scholars’ 
current needs.   

 

What does this look like in practice?  
Teachers favour the use of booklets over PowerPoints (for example) as a teaching resource.  

Booklets are a printed, stapled resource that contains all of the content, tasks and questions for all lessons 

within a topic. These take the place of PowerPoints or textbooks for content delivery as they are, effectively, 

an in-house, bespoke textbook that we have made. Teachers use a visualiser to teach from the booklets.  

 

Knowledge Organisers form the backbone of our homework strategy.  

Knowledge Organisers are overviews of the most powerful and important knowledge included in a topic (such 

as the key facts, figures and information that scholars need to fully access the curriculum). Each night, all 

scholars will use two different subject’s knowledge organisers to revise and commit it to memory. They should 

learn the information and then quiz themselves, making any corrections with a red pen.  
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At KS3, scholars have a professionally printed and bound booklet containing tasks to complete with their 

knowledge organisers. This is designed to help them store the information in their long term memory and 

easily retrieve this knowledge. All of these tasks are dated, following a rota that covers each subject at least 

once a week. 

 

Example Year 8 RE Knowledge Organiser  

 
 

In addition to this, scholars at KS4 will also have a booklet containing longer answer questions. English and 

maths will have two questions per fortnight, the other subjects will receive one question per fortnight. 

Electives 
Astrea Academy Sheffield is committed to developing the whole child and our curriculum has been shaped 

around this belief. We believe our scholars are entitled to a curriculum which offers them chances to do 

things they might have never done before. We think these opportunities are so important that they make up 

an integral part of our academy day in which everyone takes part in.  

Electives are activities which take place within the timetabled curriculum for Years 7, 8 and 9 and provide 

scholars with an incredibly broad range of activities that would not be possible to deliver in a normal after 

school setting. As electives are during the school day, every scholar has the opportunity to take part - no 

matter their circumstances. 

The activities change each term to give scholars more choice and experiences. Electives gives staff the 

opportunity to share their varied skills and expertise plus a wide range of external suppliers supplement our 

offer. Electives which have run previously include: rock climbing, skate boarding, The Great Astrea Bake Off, 

creative writing, circus skills, photography, board games, Mandarin and go karting.   
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Curriculum Structure  
Key Stage 3 (Years 7, 8, 9) 

All Astrea Academy Sheffield scholars are assessed on entry to Year 7 using a suite of GL baseline 

assessments. This gives additional data to leaders to form ideas around extra provision or teaching groups. A 

scholar’s reading age is key to gaining an understanding about their position in their learning journey, as an 

academy we use NGRT three times per year. 

At key stage 3 scholars will study the subjects below over a two-week timetable consisting of 50 55-minute 

lessons. 

English (8 lessons) Mathematics (8 lessons) Science (6 lessons) 

Geography (3 lessons) History (3 lessons) Spanish (4 lessons) 

PE (3 lessons) RE (3 lessons) Art (2 lessons) 

Design & Technology (2 lessons) Computing (2 lessons) Music (2 lessons) 

Drama (1 lesson) Personal Development (1 lesson) Electives (2 lessons) 

Scholars also spend 45 minutes each day with their form tutor (20 minutes in the morning and 25 minutes 

during the middle of the day), during which elements of the personal development curriculum will be 

delivered alongside reading and other pastoral matters. 

Key Stage 4 

Following on from the rigorous curriculum at Key Stage 3, in Key Stage 4 all scholars continue to study a 

broad and balanced academic curriculum to GCSE or equivalent, but are able to choose additional subjects. 

We believe it’s incredibly important that scholars have a balanced curriculum which offers them a varied 

range of learning opportunities. We believe that an academic, knowledge-rich curriculum is an entitlement 

for all our scholars. We have allocated considerable time and resources to ensure scholars achieve well 

across the core and options subjects. 

The fortnightly curriculum to be on offer for every scholar will be (all lessons are 55 minutes – 50 lessons per 

fortnight) 

English (9 lessons) Mathematics (8 lessons) Science (12 lessons) 

PE (2 lessons) Personal Development (1 lesson) Three Option Subjects (6 lessons) 

Option Subjects – Y10 

GCSE  
History 

GCSE  
Geography 

GCSE  
Spanish 

GCSE  
Religious Studies 

GCSE  
Computer Science 

GCSE  
Art & Design (Fine Art) 

GCSE  
Physical Education 

BTEC (Tech Award) 
Sport 

BTEC (Tech Award)  
Music Practice 

GCSE  
Design & Technology 

GCSE  
Food Preparation & Nutrition 
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Option Subjects – Y11 

GCSE  
History 

GCSE  
Geography 

GCSE  
Spanish 

GCSE  
Religious Studies 

GCSE  
Computer Science 

GCSE  
Art & Design (Fine Art) 

GCSE  
Physical Education 

BTEC (Tech Award) 
Sport 

 

 

Assessment 
All Astrea Academy Sheffield scholars are assessed on entry to year 7 using a suite of baseline GL assessments. 

This gives additional data to leaders to form ideas around extra provision or teaching 

groups. A scholar’s reading age is key to gaining an understanding about their position in their learning 

journey and this is assessed using New Group Reading Tests. 

Key Stage 3  

In January and June, scholars will sit written assessments in each subject. For each of these assessments, 

scholars will be given a percentage score. This score will be reported to parents through a formal report which 

parents will receive three times throughout the academic year. Further information regarding assessment will 

be issued prior to the first assessments in January.  

Scholars will also sit nationally standardised assessments in English, mathematics and science, through GL 

assessments at the end of each academic year. This helps give an important understanding of where scholars 

are in relation to peers nationally.  

Scholars will be assessed in their reading ability three time per year and a current ‘reading age’ will be 

produced.  

Key Stage 4  

In year 10, scholars will sit three full mock assessments in each subject. For each of these assessments, 

scholars will be given a current grade. This grade will be reported to parents through a formal report which 

parents will receive three times throughout the academic year. Further information regarding assessment will 

be issued prior to the first assessments.  

In year 11, scholars will sit two full mock assessments in each subject ahead of their official exams in May and 

June. 

Scholars will be assessed in their reading ability three time per year and a current ‘reading age’ will be 

produced.  
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Uniform  
Uniform can be ordered from Logo Leisurewear.  

https://logoleisurewear.com/product-category/schools/schools-astrea-sheffield/  

Uniform Item  Purchasing Information 

ACADEMY dark blue blazer 
First blazer is free – Academy to 

distribute to new scholars in 
September 

ACADEMY tie 
£5 – available to purchase from the 

academy in September or Logo 
Leisurewear online 

White long or short sleeved school shirt (not a polo shirt) 

Any good supermarket / 
department store 

Black school shoes (not boots or trainers) 

Plain dark grey tailored trousers or dark grey tailored shorts ONLY 
or  

dark grey knee or ankle length smart skirt 

Dark grey or black socks or tights  

Optional items: 
ACADEMY burgundy V-neck tank top 
ACADEMY burgundy V-neck jumper 

Available to purchase from 
Logo Leisurewear online 

NOTES 
All religious headwear should be black, navy blue, dark grey or burgundy and contain no embellishments. 

Belts should be black or navy blue and made from leather/leather look material with a plain buckle. 
Leggings underneath skirts are not permitted.  

PE kit 
PE kit can be ordered from My School Gear https://astrea-academy.myschoolgear.co.uk/ 

Note: The ‘old’ PE kit can no longer be worn.  

 

Uniform Item Purchasing Information 

ACADEMY navy track pant, leggings or shorts 
Available to purchase from 

https://astrea-
academy.myschoolgear.co.uk/ 

 

 

ACADEMY Polo T-Shirt or ¼ zip jumper 

Sports trainers 

Additional important information: 
Long hair should be tied up - All jewellery is to be removed 

When scholars have PE (practical) or a sport elective, scholars can attend the academy in their PE kit 

https://logoleisurewear.com/product-category/schools/schools-astrea-sheffield/
https://astrea-academy.myschoolgear.co.uk/
https://astrea-academy.myschoolgear.co.uk/
https://astrea-academy.myschoolgear.co.uk/
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Special Educational Needs 

The Academy SENCO is Lynette Pearcey who can be contacted by emailing senco@astreasheffield.org   

Miss Pearcey and the team are based in Scholar Support, which is at the heart of the academy.  

Scholar progress is at the heart of our curriculum. Our planning, teaching and assessment takes into account 

the varied abilities and interests of all of our learners.  

Some scholars will require additional support with their learning and the academy has procedures in place to 

identify and support all scholars and their varying needs. It is the responsibility of all adults in the scholars’ 

education to provide the adequate levels of support to enable to their learning to succeed.  

All scholars benefit from quality first teaching whilst some scholars will be in receipt of targeted interventions 

which are tailored to suit their individual needs. The Scholar Support Team works closely with all stake holders 

that are involved in the continuous support and care of the individual child. 

Attendance  
All scholars are expected to attend school every day. Whilst occasional sickness is unavoidable, it is of key 

importance that the attendance of every scholar is kept above 98%.  

Attendance is a key focus for the academy and each and every scholar’s attendance will be monitored every 

week by the Attendance Manager, Heads of Year and the Attendance Lead, Miss Lorraine Yates. Where 

attendance issues are identified, parents will be contacted and invited into the academy for meetings. 

Illness 
If a scholar is going to be absent, it is vital that a parent contacts the school at the earliest opportunity to 

provide a sufficient reason for absence. This should be by telephone in the first instance supported by a 

written note on the scholar’s return.  

Absence can only be authorised where there is good cause. If no sufficient reason for absence is provided, 

attendance will be recorded as unauthorised. All absences should be evidenced by the parent either 

telephoning the doctors or by a medical note.  

Parents cannot authorise absence. This is a decision which rests with Astrea Academy Sheffield in accordance 

within the boundaries set by The Education (Scholar Registration) Regulations 1996.  

TO REPORT ILLNESS: 0114 553 9110 

Scholar Leave of Absence  
Holidays will not be authorised during term time and will likely result in a fixed penalty notice.  

The decision to record a holiday as unauthorised rests with Astrea Academy Sheffield.  

For extreme circumstances only, to apply for a scholar leave of absence, parents should complete the form in 

Appendix C of the Attendance Policy (a form can be collected from the main office) and return to the school 

office for consideration by the Senior Leadership Team.  

mailto:senco@astreasheffield.org
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Class Charts  
Astrea Academy Sheffield uses Class Charts to support the implementation of the behaviour policy. Class 

Charts enables secure communication with parents to help them support their child’s education. The instant 

communication of positive astras and negative behaviour comments promotes strong links between Astrea 

Academy Sheffield and parents. In September, all scholars and parents will be given a login for Class Charts, 

which will enable them to see live information about the conduct of their child during the school day.  

Silent Transitions  
It is imperative that scholars conduct themselves safely and maturely from the moment that they put their 

Astrea Academy Sheffield uniform on in the morning to when they return home, and during out of school 

times. This includes movement around the academy building between lessons (transitions) and at 

unstructured times. At Astrea, we have adopted silent and talking zones. These are identifiable by red and 

green circles which are clearly visible to ensure that all scholars are aware.  

Behaviour  
Outstanding behaviour is the first step to exceptional learning. Disruption impacts on, and diverts scholar 

and teacher focus away from, the purpose of a lesson. We are relentless in our approach that all scholars 

progress in every single lesson, every single day.  

It is important that lessons are disruption free. As such, we are currently finalising the new behaviour policy 

that will be launching in September. Further information will follow before the start of the new term, and all 

scholars will be inducted to the new policy and procedures.  

Rewards 
Positive Astras will be awarded by subject teachers and form tutors for demonstrations of positive behaviour. 

Further rewards are planned for scholars who meet specific thresholds of astras – this will also be included 

within the new policy.  

Equipment  
In order to effectively learn, scholars need to be well prepared for lessons.  

As a minimum, scholars should have the following items with them each and every lesson- 

 Knowledge Organiser 

 Reading book  

 1 x pencil case  

 2 x black or blue pens  

 1 x red pen 

 1 x pencil 

 1 x highlighter 

 A ruler 

 A bag 

NOTE: White eraser fluid (tippex) is a banned item at the academy 

Astrea Parent App  
The Astrea Parent App allows two-way communication between the Academy and parents through your 

smartphone free of charge.  For example, the academy will be able to send (and receive) messages; share 
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important Academy news and updates; share key dates which can be added to your personal calendar and 

provide live attendance information for your child and details of upcoming events and trips.  

The app should be downloaded from the Apple App Store or the Google Play Store at parent’s earliest 

convenience.  

Search for ‘Astrea App’ and download to your phone or use this link https://astreaacademytrust.org/astrea-

app/ 

Please note – until your child is on roll at the school, no information will be live through the App. The App 

will automatically go live in September if parents have already downloaded it.  

Medical Requirements 
Any medical information that the academy needs to be aware of should be disclosed on the forms which are 

part of the admissions pack.  

Any medical information that the academy needs to be aware of that arises throughout the academic year 

should be passed through the main office, either in person, by phone or by email (details on the front cover).  

The medical officer for the academy is Natalie Mckenzie – Health & Family Support Worker   

Mobile Phones  
Mobile phone use is not permitted on the academy site at any time. Mobile phones should not be seen or 

heard. Whilst it is understood that parents may wish their child to have a phone with them, in this case they 

should be turned off and remain in the scholar’s bag at all times. Should a mobile phone be seen, it will be 

confiscated, negative points will be issued and only parents can collect the phone.  

Astrea Academy Sheffield will not take responsibility for the loss or damage, however caused, to mobile 

phones.  

Parents and scholars should be mindful of the appropriateness of the items that are brought into the academy. 

Astrea Academy Sheffield will not take responsibility for the loss or damage, however caused, to items of 

personal property.  

Academy Website 
astreasheffield.org 

The website is constantly being updated to contain the most up to date information. As a new academy, this 

is constantly being developed and will be updated each week.   

 

https://astreaacademytrust.org/astrea-app/
https://astreaacademytrust.org/astrea-app/

